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Dear Ms. Misback:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Proposed Supervisory Guidance to
clarify the Federal Reserve expectations related to risk management for large
financial institutions. The Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) represents more than
190,000 internal auditors engaged around the globe in good governance for
organizations of all sizes. On behalf of our members and our Board of Directors, The
IIA supports the Proposed Supervisory Guidance regarding the management of
business lines and independent risk management for large financial institutions.
In October 2017, The IIA provided its support of Part One of the guidance related to
oversight of a firm by its board of directors, as it closely mirrors The IIA's efforts to
elevate the profession through the Internati nal Pr fessi nal Practice Framew rk
(IPPF).
Similarly, the IPPF and its Internati nal Standards f r the Pr fessi nal Practice f
Internal Auditing inform our support here, specifically in response to three of the
questions in the Requests for Comments section on pages 14-15, as follows:
Questio 2. How coul the roles an responsibilities between the boar of
irectors set forth in the propose boar effectiveness gui ance, an between the
senior management, business line management, an In epen ent Risk
Management (IRM) be clarifie ?
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Federal Reserve guidance set forth in section I, Core Principles of Effective Senior
Management (page 20), explains that "seni r management is resp nsible f r
managing the day-t -day perati ns f the firm and ensuring safety and s undness
and c mpliance with internal p licies and pr cedures, laws, and regulati ns,
including th se related t c nsumer pr tecti n." We agree that it is senior
management's responsibility to report risk and control issues to the board. We also

agree that senior management is ultimately responsible for the firm's risk management framework.
However, per IIA Standard 1111: Direct Interaction with the Board, we believe it would be beneficial to
acknowledge in this section that the Chief Audit Executive (CAE), as the independent representative of the
third line of defense, is expected to report risk and control issues to the board, as well. Standard 1111
states, "The chief audit executive must communicate and interact directly with the board." This view is
already reflected in the Federal Reserve guidance section III, Core Principles of Independent Risk
Management and Controls, 2. Chief Audit Executive (page 30), specifically: “The CAE sh uld rep rt findings,
issues, and c ncerns t the b ard's audit c mmittee and seni r management." We believe that including it
earlier in section I of Core Principles of Effective Senior Management will serve to clarify the guidance.
Questio 3. What, if any, aspects of the structure an coverage ofIRM an controls shoul be a
specifically by the gui ance?

resse more

Federal Reserve guidance set forth in section III, Core Principles of Independent Risk Management and
Controls, 2. Chief Audit Executive (page 30), explains the principle that “the CAE sh uld have clear r les and
resp nsibilities t establish and maintain an internal audit functi n that is appr priate f r the size,
c mplexity, and risk pr file f the firm." We agree with this principle, as we take this to mean that internal
audit should be empowered to hire adequate personnel with required skill sets as appropriate to the size,
complexity, and risk profile of the firm. This guidance follows IIA Standard 1210: Proficiency, which states,
"Internal auditors must possess the knowledge, skills, and other competencies needed to perform their
individual responsibilities. The internal audit activity collectively must possess or obtain the knowledge,
skills, and other competencies needed to perform its responsibilities."

Furthermore, the Federal Reserve guidance set forth in D. Internal Audit (page 35) explains the principle
that “the internal audit functi n sh uld examine, evaluate, and perf rm independent assessments f the
firm's risk management and internal c ntr l systems and rep rt findings t seni r management and the
firm's audit c mmittee." We believe this principle to be accurate, as reflected in IIA Standard 2120: Risk
Management, and IIA Standard 2130: Control. Standard 2120 states, "The internal audit activity must
evaluate the effectiveness and contribute to the improvement of risk management processes;" and
Standard 2130: Control states, "The internal audit activity must assist the organization in maintaining
effective controls by evaluating their effectiveness and efficiency and by promoting continuous
improvement." Additionally, we note that SR 13-1 Supplemental Policy Statement on the Internal Audit
Function and Its Outsourcing already provides extensive guidance relevant to this section.
Questio 6. Other supervisory communications have use the term "risk appetite" instea of "risk tolerance. ”
Are the terms "risk appetite" an "risk tolerance" use interchangeably within the in ustry, an what
confusion, if any, is create by the terminology use in this gui ance?

The IIA believes that, while the terms risk appetite and risk t lerance are currently used interchangeably
within the industry, they are not necessarily synonymous. According to the IPPF, The IIA defines risk
appetite as, "The level of risk that an organization is willing to accept." While The IIA does not define risk
t lerance, The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO), of which The
IIA is a part, defines risk t lerance as, "The acceptable variation in outcomes related to specific performance
measures that are linked to objectives the entity seeks to achieve.1" While some supervisors have chosen not
to use risk t lerance in their vocabulary, The IIA still sees value in differentiating the two terms, especially in
the financial services context. When used in operations environments, we tend to see the term risk t lerance
used to indicate acceptable risk exposure variations around a given objective, while risk appetite tends to be
used in the context of fixed limits for risk exposure or for the statement explaining the static risk exposures
1 Beasley, Mark S., Bonnie V. Hancock, and Bruce C. Branson for Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission.
Strengthening Enterprise Risk Management f r Strategic Advantage (Durham, North Carolina: American Institute of CPAs), 2009.

that financial services firms will accept for categories of assets and liabilities. For example, when discussing
risk exposures at a detailed level, such as individual trades, depending on the underlying asset, there will be
intraday volatility that may be difficult to manage at that level. Defining and using risk t lerance in this way
allows the firm to be much more specific when designing risk limits and other escalation protocols while still
considering the limitations traders have in managing the value of their trades on a daily basis. In this
scenario, risk appetite continues to be the driving framework used by the board and senior management to
manage overall risk exposure in the organization.

We note that you have used the term "risk bjectives" in the document to designate "the level and type of
risks a business line plans to assume in its activities relative to the level and type specified in the firmwide risk
tolerance." This comes close to the definition of risk t lerance we are advocating; however, risk bjectives
could still be used as an intermediate term to apply to business lines and broad categories of risk, such as
"credit risk objectives for auto loans." We recommend using risk t lerance to refer to volatility.

We appreciate the Federal Reserve's consideration of our comments. If you have any questions about our
response or would like to discuss further, please contact Kathy Anderson, The IIA's Managing Director of North
American Advocacy. Ms. Anderson can be reached at kathy.anderson@theiia.org or 407-937-1291.
Sincerely,

Richard F. Chambers, CIA, QIAL, CGAP, CCSA, CRMA

President & Chief Executive Officer

About The Institute of Internal Au itors
The Institute of Internal Au itors (IIA) is the internal au it profession's most wi ely recognize a vocate, e ucator, an
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more information, visit www.theiia.org.

